
Retrieval of PolSAR and InSAR based information for 

Land Use Land Cover Classification

OBJECTIVES

 To explore the utility of PolSAR and

InSAR based information for Level-2

LULC classification.

 To evaluate different PolSAR

decomposition techniques for LULC

characterization and to attempt a new

method of LULC classification using

PolSAR decomposition parameters in

combination.

DATA  AND SOFTWARE

 Data :       

1)ALOS PALSAR:

Polarimetry mode (PLR-Full polarization);

Fine Mode (FBS-Single polarization-HH)

2) IRS P6-LISS 3, LANDSAT ETM+

Software :

1)  PolSARpro,        2)   Envi.

METHODOLOGY

InSAR Preprocessing

PolSAR processing

 Decomposition

Characterisation

Decomposition

IMAGE CLASSIFICATION by Support Vector Machine Algorithm

Conclusion

 In Freeman decomposition, single bounce, double bounce and volume scattering of the targets are separated: Dense urban, close forest, and crop land (after cut) show distinct scattering properties and can be separated

well. But, other LU-LC classes could not be separated.

 In Krogager (SDH) decomposition, simple (sphere), double bounce (diplane), and multiple (helix) scattering of the targets may be separated. Although, helix scattering is insignificant, well-pronounced simple and double

scattering are able to separate majority of the LU-LC classes except scrubs and crop land (after cut).

 In Cloude-Pottier H/A/ decomposition, the nature of the scatterers are highlighted in addition to the scattering processes, namely, randomness of scattering and secondary scattering from the target:

 InSAR coherence parameter was not found very useful for separating the LU-LC classes due to longer wavelength of L-band PALSAR data.

 All the LU-LC classes in totality can be separated using selected decomposition parameters (odd bounce and volume scattering from Freeman decomposition, sphere and diplane from Krogager decomposition, and entropy,

alpha and anisotropy from H/A/ decomposition) in combination. This gives a classification accuracy of ~70% with a kappa coefficient 0.65.
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